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Research questions

• Why do some firms recruit internationally, while others do 
not, or only at a limited scale?

• What importance do firms attribute to the institutional
barriers for hiring non-EU-citizens?

• What roles do lack of social acceptance and problems of 
integration play?

• How do firms assess their own demand for highly skilled
foreigners over the next years?
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Number of Interviewed Enterprises
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Employment of foreign highly qualified
employees by country
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We employ foreign workers because…

2000: skill needs

2004: environmental protection

2005: recruitment of employees

2001: innovation and modern technologies

2003: labour market flexibility

2002: elderly employees
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… overall they are the best applicants.

… there is a lack of good German applicants.

… they know foreign markets.

… they speak foreign languages.

… they speak English well.

… the type of knowledge required for these jobs is not produced
by the German education system.

… their skills better fit our work tasks.

… they have lower wage demands.

… they work harder.
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Reasons for non-recruiting
(in percent)
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Difficulties in obtaining work permits

High recruiting costs

Lack of knowledge for foreign education systems

Difficulties in judging foreign professional careers

Acceptance by customers

Acceptance by subordinates

Acceptance by superiors

Socio-cultural differences

Language problems
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Concluding remarks

• There is a certain concentration among IT-related subjects
and IT-related functions, especially in firms that mostly
recruit from non-EU countries, and that predominantly recruit
form Eastern Europe.

• Assuming that the trend towards globalization will continue, 
a further increase in demand can be prognosticated.
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